An Important Event

Chinese new year is the most important event for Chinese families in Indonesia. The first reason why Chinese new year is so important is because it is time to back home, meet parents, and siblings. Chinese families in Indonesia come together to their parents’s house everyday because usually they have to work far away from their hometown. The second reason Chinese new year is so important is because it is time to eat dinner together with family. Usually women in Chinese family cook for dinner, they share their new recipes with each other. It makes relationships in the family getting warmer. At dinner time Chinese families shares their experience and story to each other. They eat homemade food from their old recipes. The last reason why it is so important for Chinese family is because it is time to give the younger member of the family some money. The money is inserted in a red envelope called "angpao". It is like a symbol of wealthiness to give the younger member of the family spirit to earn some money. The member of the family who gives some money to the younger must have been married. It is an old tradition from China. It is so fun spending a whole day with family. In short, Chinese new year is an important event for Chinese families in Indonesia.
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